Neuroprotective effects on somatotopic maps resulting from piracetam treatment and environmental enrichment after focal cortical injury.
Acute and chronic postlesion reorganization of the cortical maps was examined in adult rats using electrophysiological mapping of the forepaw area in the primary somatosensory cortex. Recordings were made before and after (first 12 hr and 3 wk) induction of a focal thermal-ischemic lesion to a restricted part of the forepaw area. The influence of an anti-ischemic substance (piracetam) and housing in an enriched environment (EE) or impoverished environment (IE) on the organization of the spared regions of the cortical maps adjacent to the lesion was investigated. The results revealed (1) a gradual expansion of the injured zone and a cellular loss that were smaller in the piracetam-treated (PT) rats than in the placebo (PL) rats; (2) a better preservation of the somatotopic organization and the neuronal responsiveness in the maps of the PT rats during the first 12 hr after the lesion; (3) a gradual compression and fragmentation of the remaining forepaw map over the first 3 postlesion wk. These changes were found in all PL rats, with the most detrimental effects in the animals exposed to an IE. In the PT-EE animals, a contrasting substantial preservation of the map was observed. (4) Cortical responsiveness was diminished in the PL rats, whatever the environment, and in the PT-IE rats; but it was not significantly affected in the PT-EE animals. The findings demonstrate the protective function of acute piracetam treatment on electrophysiological properties of cortical neurons within the peri-infarct tissue and highlight the neuroprotective effects of an environmental therapy combined with the piracetam treatment during the weeks after ischemic damage.